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          Product: Java SDK

Product Version:Latest

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Looking for Java API to retrieve annotation comment replies

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Looking for Java API to retrieve annotation comment replies and also want to find out annotation type that these comments are added to.

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:
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          Hi Mohan,

While there are no direct API’s to retrieve the replies, you can do this by comparing the object number of the “IRT” key (if any) to the object number of the annotation. For example, you can see the following code:

Obj replyto = annot.GetSDFObj().FindObj("IRT");
if (replyto != null && replyto.IsIndirect())
{
    int parentObjNum = replyto.GetObjNum(); // compare this object number to the parent annotation object number to see if they are the same
}


You can get the parent annotation object number by calling:

int num = annot.GetSDFObj().GetObjNum();

You will need to run this through all the annotations found in the page. To do this, you can refer to the annotation sample linked here.

Please also refer to the following post on how to programmatically create annotation replies:

  
    

    [image: ]
    How can I programmatically create replies to annotations? PDFTron SDK
  

  
    A: You can create replies to markup annotations programmatically in your application by using the following code (C++): 
PDFDoc doc("input.pdf"); // input doc
Page pg = doc.GetPage(x); // page the annotation is on
Annot parent = pg.GetAnnot(y); // The annotation that the user will reply to

Rect rect = parent.GetRect();
rect.Normalize();

double left = rect.GetX1();
double top = rect.GetY2();

Point p(left, top);
PDF::Annots::Text reply = PDF::Annots::Text::Create(doc, p);
reply.SetTitle("AUTHOR…
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          Attached is modified Annotations JAVA sample that shows how to detect all the conversation annots.

AnnotationTest.java (2.2 KB)
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